We show for unit dynamical exponent, z = 1, the appearance of the Fermi liquid and non-Fermi liquid behavior as we tune the charge density and the magnetic field in 3 + 1 dimensional field theory using the gauge-gravity duality. There exists an upturn behavior of the resistivity only along the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field. Also, there exists a universal behavior of the resistivity, independent of the dimensionality of the spacetime, in a specific corner of the parameter space, namely, in the large charge density and small magnetic field limit: the longitudinal conductivity goes as T −2/z , whereas the Hall conductivity goes as T −4/z . It means the Hall coefficient goes as T 4/z . We compute the diffusion constant from the flow equation of the conductivity.
Introduction
The study of the phase diagram of superconducting copper oxide system at high temperature has provided some interesting and rich phases. The generic structure of the phase diagram can be summarized in figure (a) of fig (1) , which is borrowed from [1] . The part of the figure that we are interested in this paper corresponds to the equations written in figure (a). In figure (b), it is indicated with the value of n that appear in the definition of the resistivity, defined as follows: R = R 0 + AT n , where R 0 is a constant, A can be a function of the charge density and T is the temperature. In what follows, we are interested only in the particular temperature dependence of the resistivity. It follows, from fig (1) , that the Fermi liquid (FL) corresponds to a phase whose resistivity has the quadratic dependence on the temperature whereas non-Fermi liquid (NFL) has linear dependence on the temperature. Moreover, it is suggested in [2] there exists a cross-over from FL phase to the NFL phase and it is absolutely clear from the figure that the FL phase appears at a higher charge density than the NFL phase. In between the NFL and FL phase there occurs a phase whose resistivity goes as ρ ∼ T 5/3 . In what follows, we shall construct a model using the AdS/CFT correspondence [4] (a) Generic phase diagram (b) Phase diagram with proper scale Figure 1 : The generic behavior of the phase diagram of the CuO system shown in figure (a) is borrowed from [1] . The second figure on the right is borrowed from [2] . In this figure T stands for the temperature and both x and g denote the doping. The point g and x c denote the quantum critical point.
to show the presence of both the FL and the NFL phase and we can go from one phase to the other by doing appropriate fine tuning of the parameters like charge density and the magnetic field at low temperature. Moreover, the occurrence of the FL and NFL phase is possible only for the asymptotically AdS spacetime. This is completely different 2 from that studied e.g. in [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , and [15] . The only requirement to see such a behavior of both the FL and the NFL phase is to work in a 4 + 1 dimensional bulk AdS spacetime. There exists another motivation to consider the asymptotically AdS spacetime: in a recent study using the bottom up approach, it is shown that the Lifshitz spacetimes are unstable [25] and [26] . So, it suggests to find other models where we can use the asymptotically AdS spacetimes to construct both the FL and NFL phases.
In a recent study, Daou et al. [3] has found a very interesting behavior of the electrical resistivity as a function of the doping for the NFL phase. For a specific value of the doping, the resistivity shows linear temperature dependence at high temperature and at low temperature it makes an upturn. The upturn behavior of the resistivity is absent as one changes the doping. This particular property is shown in fig(2) , below.
In this paper, we study the finite charge density phases at non-zero temperature using holography [4] . It is done by explicitly computing the transport property of these phases, i.e. its dependence on the charge density and temperature etc. In particular, we calculate the flow equation of the conductivity in 2 + 1 dimensional field theory by considering both the The behavior of the resistivity as a function of temperature with specific doping p borrowed from [3] . T min is the temperature below which there occurs a upturn and below T the resistivity ceases to behave linear in T .
Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) and Chern-Simon (CS) action with constant axion. There follows some interesting outcome, i.e. the presence of the axion makes the derivative of the xy component of the resistivity with respect to the magnetic field to go either as ∂Rxy ∂B ∼ T −4/z or as T −8/z for large charge density and small magnetic field limit depending on whether B 2 < T 4/z or B 2 > T 4/z , whereas ∂Rxx ∂B ∼ T −2/z . In 3+1 dimensional field theory, (1) we show that it is possible to find the resistivity of either the Fermi liquid or the non-Fermi liquid state by tuning the parameters like charge density and magnetic field. ( 2) The conductivity along the direction of the magnetic field does not show any upturn behavior whereas along the perpendicular direction we do see the upturn behavior. Even though we see the upturn behavior for a particular component of the resistivity but it is a priori not clear what plays the role of the doping parameter p as shown in fig (2) . (3) In the T → 0 limit, the resistivity shows an interesting behavior, namely, the resistivity along the direction of the magnetic field vanishes whereas in the perpendicular direction diverges. (4) Then we make a comparative study of the conductivity in 2 + 1 dimensional field theory and in 3 + 1 dimensional field theory with rotational symmetry, which is summarized below in In a recent paper [13] , the authors have obtained the result of the resistivity of FL and NFL state but there exists few important differences with this paper. (1) We consider strictly unit dynamical exponent. Moreover, we do not need to boost it. (2) The proper treatment is done in the sense that it is the resistivity along the direction of the magnetic field, i.e. 1/σ xx , that interpolates between the FL and NFL state by doing appropriate fine tuning. However, this component of the resistivity does not show the required upturn behavior of the resistivity. (3) Here we have used the flow equation technique to calculate the conductivity as suggested for the Maxwell action in [16] , and done for the DBI action in [17] . In this approach, it is the regularity condition on the conductivity at the horizon determines the dc conductivity. It means at zero frequency the conductivity at the boundary is precisely determined by its value at the horizon.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we shall calculate the flow equation of the conductivity using the DBI action with non-trivial embedding field and discuss the ambiguity to set the boundary condition. However, for trivial embeddings there does not exist any ambiguity to fix the boundary condition. Then we find the diffusion constant in arbitrary spacetime dimensions. We show the existence of a non-trivial diffusion constant even for zero charge density but with non-zero magnetic field. Then we calculate the flow equation for the conductivity in 2 + 1 dimensional field theory by considering the DBI and Chern-Simon action. In section 3, we show the approximate strange metallic behavior for unit dynamical exponent in 3 + 1 dimensional field theory but in a different regime of the parameter space, namely, small charge density and strong magnetic field regime.
The approach
In this section, we shall spell out the approach that we are going to adopt to do the calculations. A method was advocated in [5] to compute the dc conductivity in the probe brane approximation. This particular approach is useful only when the action is of the DBI type. In this setting, the basic bi-fundamental degrees of freedom are moving in a heat bath in the presence of an electric field, E j , along the j'th direction and the motion of the charge carriers generates the current, J i . More importantly, the calculation is done in a limit where the degrees of freedom do not back react on the heat bath [6] . Then the conductivity is calculated using the Ohm's law, which finally takes the following form
where the conductivity is a function of the applied electric field and µ k denote parameters like temperature, charge density and magnetic field etc., this particular method is used e.g., in [7] , [8] , [10] , [9] , [11] , [24] , [13] , [14] and [15] to do the calculations. Latter, in [16] , the authors gave a prescription to calculate the conductivity of the Maxwell system in a fixed geometry via the flow equation of the conductivity. According to which, the dc conductivity at the boundary, r → ∞, is determined by imposing the regularity condition on the flow equation at the horizon, which is same as putting the in-falling boundary condition on the gauge field at the horizon. At zero frequency this value of the dc conductivity at the boundary is determined by its value at the horizon. In fact, in the zero frequency limit, it is the same irrespective of the choice of r. In this case the Ohm's law at a constant slice of r is assumed as
where the conductivity is not a function of the applied electric field and the explicit dependence on r is suppressed. Then the authors of [16] found the flow equation obeyed by the conductivity as one goes from one slice of constant r to another. Following this prescription, in [17] , the authors found the flow equation of the conductivity for the DBI type of action, among others, using the Ohm's law as written in eq(2) for a constant slice of r. It is shown in [17] that to leading order in the electric field, the conductivities calculated using both the approaches as mentioned above give the same answer.
Using the latter approach, we have defined the magnetic version of the Ohm's law at a constant slice of r as
where σ ij m is the magnetic conductivity and B j is the magnetic field along the j'th direction, then we find the flow equation obeyed by the magnetic conductivity by going from one slice of constant r to another. We mention, in passing, that there exists yet another approach to understand the NFL state, [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , which is completely different from the previous approaches in a very important way: the basic degrees of freedom considered to be fermionic in nature. In this paper we do not have anything to offer on this approach except saying that in [20] , the authors have found the strange metallic properties with unit dynamical exponent.
Flow equation with DBI action in a fixed geometry
In this section, we shall write down the flow equation for the electrical conductivity in a fixed background geometry i.e. in a probe brane approximation. In order to do the calculation, we consider the action to be of the DBI type. We emphasize, the flow equation that follows from it is completely different than that found in [16] , simply, because (a) the actions are different and (b) with DBI action, in the probe brane approximation, the flow equation depends on the charge density whereas for Maxwell type of action it does not.
Generically, we consider the background geometry as a d + 2 dimensional bulk spacetime, with a trivial dilaton profile, φ = 0. We shall consider two different cases to the background geometry. Those are
The DBI action is described by
where [g] ab is the induced metric on the brane world volume, T b is the tension of the brane and λ is a dimension full object which we shall set to unity for convenience. The dilaton is assumed to be trivial as we want the scaling symmetry of the (closed string) background fields. The fields X M are the map from the brane world volume to the spacetime and are called as the embedding functions.
Let us consider a situation where the probe brane is d dimensional, i.e. it is extended along x, y, w i and r. So, that the d + 1 dimensional induced metric in the static gauge choice becomes
where we have excited the scalar field z(r) and prime, , denotes derivative with respect to r. Let us embed this system in an electric and constant magnetic field.
Since, we are working in the probe brane approximation, it is consistent to do an infinitesimal fluctuation to the gauge fields only.
where the fluctuations are expressed by (1) in the superscript of the field and we allow the fluctuating fields to depend 3 on t, x, and r. In what follows, we have set the gauge choice, A r = 0, which means F 
Case I: g ab (r, z)
We shall consider the general case where the induced metric components depend both on the radial direction, r, and the embedding field, z, which we denote as case I. From which, it is easy to derive the result for the case II, i.e. by simply taking the metric components to be independent of z.
In this case the solution of the gauge field
Analytically, it is very difficult to find the solution to the embedding field z(r), whose equation of motion takes the following form
When the metric components are functions of the radial coordinate, r, only, then the solution to the embedding function is
where c and ρ are the integration constants associated to the fields z and A
t , and we interpret these constants as the condensate and the charge density, respectively. Since, we are interested to do the calculations, analytically, means we shall consider the metric components to be function of the radial coordinate, r, only.
Using the explicit background geometry eq(6) and gauge field eq (8), results in the fluctuating current 4 at a constant slice of r as
where we have done the Fourier transformation of the (fluctuating) field with the convention of e i(kx−wt) and E (1) ≡ ωA
. From now on, we shall set the tension of the brane to unity, T b = 1, for simplicity. The explicit form of the equations of motion of the gauge fields
and the constraint equation
(1)
It is easy to notice that the gauge field component A
j decouples from the other components of the guage field. So, we can deal with this component of the gauge field independent of others.
Zero magnetic field
Here we shall find the flow equation of the conductivity in the zero magnetic field case. It follows trivially from the equation of motion that in the zero magnetic field limit, the A (1) y component of the gauge field decouples from the rest. In which case, the equation of motion to E
(1) becomes (17) where the functioñ
, with respect to r and using the equations of motion of the gauge field, E (1) , follows the flow equation for the conductivity
The following combination of the solution of the gauge field, A
t (r), and the embedding field, z (r), gives
where ρ is the constant of motion and can be interpreted as the charge density. Substituting this into the flow equation of the conductivity results in
Let us consider a situation for which the combination g rr + g zz z 2 does not vanishes at the horizon, (g rr + g zz z
2 ) r h = 0. Then the regularity condition at the horizon, where g tt (r h ) = 0, requires that we need to impose the following boundary condition
In the high density limit, the dc conductivity at the horizon approximately becomes,
. This form of the dc conductivity, essentially, suggests that it's form remain unchanged even for non-trivial embeddings.
Cyclic z(r)
If we consider a situation, i.e. case II, for which the metric components are not functions of z, then it means, the momentum associated to the field z(r) is constant. The solution to z(r) can be found by integrating eq (11) . In this case
In which case, the flow equation of the conductivity becomes
In this case, the choice of the boundary condition is a bit subtle. If we choose a coordinate system for which g rr diverges at the horizon, r h , then the regularity at the horizon yields the same condition on the conductivity as in eq (22) . Note that for non-zero condensate, c = 0, there exists a value of the radial coordinate, r , for which
in which case, it follows that the solution to A
t (r), the embedding field, z (r), and the induced metric are singular i.e. not well behaved. If the radial value r is not a physical scale in the sense that it stays inside the horizon then all the fields are well behaved. However, if r > r h , then such a condensate is not allowed. So, for the DBI action and with zero condensate there is not any ambiguity to set the boundary condition. However, that is not the case for non-trivial embeddings, i.e. with non-zero condensate.
Electric charge diffusion
The diffusion constant can be derived from the flow equation of the conductivity in the hydrodynamic limit [16] . This is, essentially, studied from the gravity by going over to the hydrodynamic regime, where ω ∼ k 2 → 0, ω T and k T . In which case, we can rewrite the flow equation of the conductivity as
, and for small density we can rewrite it as
Now, integrating it from the horizon, r h , to some generic point, r
The retarded Green function at the boundary, defined as,
where the diffusion constant at the boundary is
Now using the Einstein relation, Ξ = σ xx (r h )/D, with Ξ is the charge susceptibility
Eq (29) suggests that the Green function, G xx R (ω, k), in the hydrodynamic limit has a pole
In the zero density limit and for trivial embedding, as expected, we do reproduce the diffusion constant for the Maxwell system. The dispersion relation in the hydrodynamic limit, eq(32), suggests the appearance of a gapless spectrum at zero momentum.
Diffusion for zero charge density and with non-trivial embedding
The equation of motion to E (1) in the absence of the charge density, ρ = 0, with non-trivial embedding and non-zero magnetic field, B = 0, is
The current, J (1) x , at a constant slice of r can be re-written as
Now, using the Ohm's law,
, we get the following flow equation of the conductivity
Assuming that the quantity, g rr + g zz z 2 , does not vanish at the horizon, r h , gives us the necessary regularity condition which needed to be imposed on the conductivity at the horizon. It reads as
In the hydrodynamic limit, ω ∼ k 2 << T , we can find the Green function at the boundary,
The quantity D is called as the diffusion constant in the field theory and it takes the following form
The integral in the diffusion constant can be calculated explicitly for trivial embedding, z (r) = 0, i.e. in the zero condensate limit, c = 0. Evaluating it explicitly for the asymptotically d + 1 dimensional induced AdS spacetime on the brane world volume, we find
where α = d/4π and 2 F 1 [a, b, c, x] is the hypergeometric function. In passing, let us point out that in the zero charge density, vanishing magnetic field and trivial embedding function limit, the analysis for the DBI action reduces to that of the Maxwell system in [16] .
Flow equation with DBI and Chern-Simon term
In this subsection, we shall find the flow equation of the conductivity in 2 + 1 dimensional field theory with both DBI and CS term in the action. In which case, the bulk action is
where C n are the n-form RR potentials and [ ] stands for the pull back of the closed string fields onto the world volume of the brane. Given the closed string fields, the F 2 is determined by solving the equation of motion that follows from the action. We assume, for simplicity, C 4 = 0 = C 2 and C 0 = θ, which is assumed to be constant. The induced metric with trivial embedding function is assumed as
From now on, we shall set T 3 = µ 3 . The 2-form field strength, F
Doing the infinitesimal fluctuation to the gauge potential, A → A(r) + A (1) (r, t, x), the action to quadratic order in the fluctuation
where
. The equation of motion and the current at a constant slice of r that results from it in the Fourier space 5 with the choice of momentum k µ = (ω, k, 0) are
where we have set momentum to k = 0 and A
y and J
y , in which case, the Ohm's law becomes
Using the equation of motion of A
± , there follows the flow equation for the conductivity
The explicit form of the flow equation of σ xy and σ xx using the solution of A t
The regularity condition at the horizon, r h , requires us to set
while the imaginary part of the conductivity vanishes. This form of the dc conductivity precisely matches with that written in [12] , up to a redefinition of the axion and with [18] up to a redefinition of the charge density. As an aside, let us assume the spatial part of the metric component as, g xx (r h ) = r 2 h ∼ T 2/z , where T is the Hawking temperature and z the dynamical exponent. In which case, the quantity
where the resistivity is defined as R xy = 1/σ xy and θ is assumed to be independent of B. Let us define a limit where the charge density is large, small magnetic field, θ large such that ρB = small and θB =small, in which case, we can approximate
However, for B 2 > T 4/z , we get
Similarly, in the large charge density limit and small but finite magnetic field limit, the quantity
3 Strange metallic behavior with z = 1
In this section, we shall show the appearance of the strange metallic behavior for asymptotically AdS spacetime using the prescription of [5] . Here the strange metallic behavior mean the following temperature dependence of the longitudinal electrical conductivity: σ ∼ T −1 . This feature was previously shown in a well designed setting with AdS/CFT arguments but with dynamical exponent, z = 2 [8] . The spacetime that shows this particular value of the dynamical exponent are called as Lifshitz spacetime in [23] . The requirement to see such a behavior of the conductivity is to consider a very high charge density system in any dimensional field theory [17] . In what follows, we shall show the same feature of the conductivity in 3 + 1 dimensional field theory using the AdS/CFT arguments with unit dynamical exponent, z = 1, at small charge density and at strong magnetic field limit.
The action that we shall consider is of the DBI type. We assume the metric is diagonal and the 2-form field strength has the following structure
With this form of the metric and the U(1) gauge field, the DBI action becomes
where [ ] corresponds to the pull-back of the spacetime metric onto the world volume of the brane and T b stands for the tension of the brane. Since, the action does not depend on the fields like H(r) and A t (r), suggests that the corresponding momenta are constants. Let us denote those constants as C H and C At , respectively.
From these two equations, there follows the relation and the solution
Now, we can calculate the Legendre transformed action
where in the last line, we have used the solution to H(r), and A t (r), Also, we have redefined the constants as C H = T b c H and C At = T b c At . Now, we can use the arguments of the reality of the Legendre transformed action as in [5] to find the constraints at r as
where in the second equality of the second line, we have used the first equation. Note that the constant c H is nothing but the current J x . Now, using the Ohm's law J x = σE, gives the conductivity as
This is our master equation for this section. Let us assume that the charge density, c At , is very large in comparison to the magnetic field, which means, the first term in the square-root of the conductivity dominates over the second term. In which case, the conductivity reduces to σ ∼ c At /g xx (r ).
Let us consider a spacetime that asymptotes to Lifshitz spacetime means g xx (r ) = r 2 ∼ T 2/z , where T is the Hawking temperature. In this case, by using the previous formula gives us the necessary non-Fermi liquid like behavior of the conductivity for z = 2. Let us look at a different corner of the parameter space, where the density is small but the magnetic field is very large. Essentially, it is the last term in the square-root of eq(59) dominates. In which case, the conductivity reduces to
which for z = 1 gives us the sought after behavior of the conductivity. This happens for the asymptotically AdS spacetime but with small charge density and high magnetic field limit.
To visualize things in a nice way, let us rewrite eq(59) in terms of the parameters like temperature, magnetic field and charge density. To leading order in the electric field, it becomes σ c
where we have assumed the presence of a rotational symmetry in the background geometry. From this expression, it is easy to see that at low temperature and small magnetic field limit the conductivity reduces to
Whereas at low temperature and very small charge density limit, the conductivity reduces to
For an asymptotically AdS spacetime, this means setting the dynamical exponent to z = 1, gives us a very interesting result. Namely, eq(64) gives the conductivity of the Fermi liquid (FL) whereas eq(63) gives the conductivity of the non-Fermi liquid (NFL). So, it follows that by doing appropriate fine tuning of the magnetic field and the charge density, we can see the existence of either the FL phase or the NFL phase. Hence, the master formula for the conductivity eq(62) describes the unification of both the FL and NFL phase.
Rotationally symmetric spacetime
In this subsection, we shall consider a rotationally symmetric spacetime, g xx = g yy = g zz in 4 + 1-dimensional bulk spacetime and show the absence of the exact equality among all the diagonal components of the conductivity tensor and reproduce the result of the previous section using the RG flow of the conductivity technique as mentioned in the introduction. It means, it is not necessary that all the diagonal components of the conductivity tensor should be same, i.e. σ ii = σ jj , where there is no sum over the repeated index, both i and j run over the spatial dimensions. The easiest way to see such a behavior is by turning on a magnetic field, say along the x-direction, in the probe brane approximation. In which case, it follows that σ xx = σ yy = σ zz . This we demonstrate by adopting the RG flow of the conductivity for the DBI type of action as in [17] but in a slightly different setting. We show that the dc conductivity calculated using the approach of [5] can be reproduced to leading order in the electric field using the technique of [16] for the DBI action as in [17] .
In-equality of the diagonal conductivity
The induced metric and the two form field strength with fluctuation that we consider has the following form
where we have written the fluctuations in the superscript of the fields as (1) and allow the fluctuations to depend on (t, x, y, z, r). We denote (x 1 ≡ x, x 2 ≡ y, x 3 ≡ z). The equation of motion of the fluctuating gauge field take the following form
The first equation is essentially a constraint. The expression of the currents at a constant slice of r are
Hence forth, we shall work in a gauge choice: A r = 0 and the Fourier transformation will be done with respect to e i(kxx+kyy+kzz−ωt) . In which case, the equation of motion becomes
where we have defined the quantities, E
t and E
i . Here i and j can take values x, y and z. Generically, it is very difficult to find the decoupled equation of motions for each component of the gauge field. So we shall make a specific choice to the value of the momenta, in which case, things become simple to find the decoupled equation of motions.
Choice: k y = 0 = k z For this particular choice of the momenta, the linear combination of the gauge field component A (1) x and A (1) t , which is E (1) x decouples from the other equations and it takes the following form
Differentiating the Ohm's law,
x , with respect to r gives us the flow equation for the conductivity
where ρ is the charge density and also the solution to A t
The regularity condition of the conductivity at the horizon, r h , gives the following condition
It is very easy to see that this result of the conductivity precisely matches with the leading order result in the electric field as written in eq(59).
The other components of the gauge field A 
Defining the currents at a constant slice of r as
and the conductivity as σ ± ≡ σ yz ± iσ yy , where we have assumed σ yy = σ zz and σ zy = −σ yz for g yy = g zz . In this case, the Ohm's law becomes
and the conductivity, σ ± , is related to A
± as
As we go from one slice of constant r to another there follows the flow equation of the conductivity, upon using eq(75) and eq(76)
Using the solution to, A t , we end up with the following form of the flow equation for the conductivity
The regularity condition on the conductivity at the horizon, which is same as imposing the in-falling boundary condition for the gauge field at the horizon [17] , gives
From the regularity condition of the conductivity at the horizon eq(72) and eq(79) there follows
If we consider the spacetime to be of the following form g xx = g yy = g zz then the diagonal components of the conductivity tensor are not same. In order to have a feel for the temperature dependence in the calculations, let us consider the spacetime to be of the Lifshitz type where g xx = g yy = g zz = r 2 and using r h ∼ T 1/z , where T is the Hawking temperature and z is the dynamical exponent (which should not be confused with the spatial coordinate z). In the very high charge density and low magnetic field limit
In the low charge density and high magnetic field limit
For unit dynamical exponent, z = 1, as we tune the charge density and the magnetic field the conductivity, σ xx go from non-Fermi liquid phase to Fermi liquid phase. Moreover, in the high charge density and low magnetic field the ratio Reσ yy /Reσ yz ∼ T 2 , which is reminiscent of the behavior of the inverse Hall angle of NFL liquid. The behavior of the conductivity that matches with the experimental result is presented in the Low magnetic field 3 + 1 dimension 
Some consequences
In this subsection, we shall analyze the consequences of the behavior of the conductivity at the horizon. Let us write them down explicitly in terms of the temperature
where we have used the relation between the size of the horizon and the black hole temperature as r h = T 1/z . The imaginary part of the conductivities vanishes. Generically, it is very difficult to find the precise location of the temperature where there occurs a minimum of the conductivity, analytically.
From the expression of the σ xx conductivity, it follows that at zero temperature, T → 0, the conductivity diverges, it means the resistivity drops to zero. So it suggests as we approach zero temperature the system has nearly zero resistance. Similarly, from the expression of the conductivity, σ yy , for z = 1 at the horizon, it follows that at zero temperature, T → 0, the conductivity vanishes, it means the resistivity diverges. So, the behavior of the conductivity along the direction of the magnetic field and perpendicular to it are completely different.
The behavior of the conductivities as a function of the temperature for fixed charge density and magnetic field are plotted in fig(3) and fig(4 coefficient has a power law behavior at high temperature for non-zero charge density and magnetic field, R H ∼ T 4/z .
Diffusion constant
The diffusion constant can very easily be derived from the flow equation of the conductivity in the hydrodynamic regime, ω ∼ k 2 x → 0, ω T and k x T . In which case, the flow equation of the conductivity approximates to
Integrating out the flow equation for the conductivity from the horizon, r h , to the boundary, r = ∞ and using the relation between the Green's function and the conductivity at the boundary
gives the diffusion constant as 
Magnetic conductivity
The use of the Ohm's law for the electrical conductivity, J i = σ ij F jt , where F jt is the field strength and i, j runs over the spatial coordinates, helps us to determine the flow equation for the conductivity. Similarly, we can determine the magnetic conductivity via the formula,
where B j is the magnetic field and ijk is the Levi-Civita tensor, which can take values ±1 and 0. For example, with three spatial coordinates, x, y, z, in the Fourier space, the current for the magnetic conductivity
The regularity requires us to set the following condition at the horizon, σ zy m (r h ) = 0. Similarly, we can find the flow equation at non-zero frequency, ω = 0. In order for the gauge field component A (1) z to decouple from the other components, we need to set B = 0 along with A (1)
y and k y = 0 = k z in eq(68). In which case, the flow equation becomes
which in the hydrodynamic limit, ω ∼ k 2 x → 0, implies the vanishing of the conductivity at the horizon, σ zy m (r h ) → 0. Note that, in contrast to the electrical conductivity at the horizon, the magnetic conductivity at the horizon depends on the frequency and the momentum.
Flow equation with DBI and Chern-Simon term
In this subsection, we shall find the change to the flow equation for the conductivity upon the inclusion of the Chern-Simon term to the action. Let us assume that the form of the action is same as in string theory
where C n are the RR n-form potential. With the field strength F (0) 2 = A t (r)dr∧dt+Bdy∧dz, the solution to the equation of motion that results from both the DBI and CS action in the massless limit i.e. for trivial embeddings
where ρ is the charge density and we have considered the dilaton, φ = 0, to be trivial,
x (r)dx. Upon doing the fluctuation to the
M (t, r, x), the quadratically fluctuated action is
. From now on, we shall set T 4 = µ 4 . For the above choice of the fields from the NS-NS sector, RR sector and choosing the momentum as k µ = (ω, k x , 0, 0), gives the same set of equation of motion for A (1) t and A (1) x components as is found previously in eq(68). So, also the constraint equation. Denoting E (1)
(ρ − 2Bc
− g xx (g yy g zz + B 2 ) + (ρ − 2Bc
Once again the regularity at the horizon requires us to set σ xx (r h ) = T 4 g xx g xx (g yy g zz + B 2 ) + (ρ − 2Bc
which gives, at zero frequency, the dc conductivity at the boundary.
The diffusion constant
By following the previous arguments, in the hydrodynamic regime, ω ∼ k T 4 [g xx (g yy g zz + B 2 ) + (ρ − 2Bc
which upon integrating from the horizon, r = r h to r = ∞, and using G [(ρ − 2Bc
x ) 2 + g xx (g yy g zz + B 2 )] 3/2 .
Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown the existence of the linear temperature dependence of the resistivity for unit dynamical exponent in a different regime of the parameter space, namely, for strong magnetic field and low charge density limit by considering the DBI and CS type of action. In this setting: the temperature(T), the electric field and the magnetic field are introduced in the bulk and the charges are sitting outside the horizon, which sources the electric field. The motion of the charges in the presence of the electric and magnetic field generates non-trivial current both along the direction of the electric field as well as in the perpendicular direction. Then Ohm's law suggests the existence of the conductivity. With unit dynamical expoenent, the linear-T behavior of the resistivity, which is the inverse of the conductivity, follows only along the direction of the applied magnetic field. Moreover, it does not show the necessary upturn behavior. However, the conductivity in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field does show the upturn behavior but not the linear-T dependence of the resistivity.
From fig(3) and fig(4) , we do see that the resistivity along the direction of the magnetic field at zero temperature vanishes whereas at finite temperature there exists a finite amount of resistivity. The resistivity in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field at zero temperature diverges but at finite temperature it becomes finite. This signals the possibility to see the metal-to-insulator transition.
There are still various physical quantities that are yet to be determined, satisfactorily. For example, with unit dynamical exponent, we can reproduce the desired behavior of the resistivity in some corner of the parameter space, but in the same corner, it is not possible to find the desired behavior of the Hall angle. However, if we look at a different corner of the parameter space then we can reproduce the Hall angle very naturally but not the linear-T behavior of the resistivity. With z = 2, we do get the desired result of the resistivity but not the Hall angle [8] for NFL phase. So, it seems to find both the resistivity and the Hall angle of NFL state in a particular setting is a daunting task for the application of the holographic principle to condensed matter theories.
There exists a universal behavior of the electrical conductivity in a specific regime of the parameter space, namely, in the large charge density and small magnetic field limit. From eq(48) and eq(96), for 2 + 1 and 3 + 1 dimensional field theory, respectively, with dynamical exponent z, gives the longitudinal conductivity as σ ii ∼ T −2/z (no sum over i) and the Hall conductivity as σ ij ∼ T −4/z , for i = j. The same result of the conductivity was obtained in in any arbitrary spacetime dimension in that regime of the parameter space in [17] . In this corner of the parameter space the Hall coefficient, R H , goes as, R H ∼ T 4/z . We have obtained the flow equation for both the electrical and magnetic conductivity. At zero frequency the electric conductivity at the boundary is determined from its horizon value for trivial embeddings. However, for non-trivial embedding there arises some ambiguity in setting the regularity condition at the horizon, which we leave for future studies.
